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THIS WEEKEND WITH SPORTSBOOK BREAKERS:
SPORTSBOOK BREAKERS NCAAF trends are already 3-0 this week after going 6-4 on plays last
week. SBB has 9 plays Sat. with 3 4.5-STAR Sides and 6 4-STAR Sides, including some big games
such as UCLA/ORE. There are also 5 Trends Plays each with 2-3 trends and systems, and a System
of the Week. Get the Saturday package for just $49 in web debit value or purchase individually.
SPORTSBOOK BREAKERS NBA went 4-1 on futures last season, winning its top 4 plays and coming
a half game from 5-0. This season’s futures will be posted this weekend.
SPORTSBOOK BREAKERS NFL won with its Thurs. play of the Month on CAR after a disappointing week last Sunday. SBB has 7 plays
this Sunday, with 3 4.5-STAR plays including its Total of the Month. Get the Sunday package for a special low price of just $39.

SBB’s NFL PLAY ON ATS TREND:

SBB’s NCAA PLAY ON ATS TREND:

T

B

he Redskins are 11-0 ATS since Jan 07, 2006 as a dog of more
than a point when they have had a positive dpa in each of
their last two games.

all State is 10-0 ATS since November 2006 on the road after
a win on the road.

SDQL TEXT: team=BALL and A and p:AW and date>=20061101

SDQL TEXT: team=Redskins and 1<line and 0<p:dpa and 0<pp:dpa
and date>=20060107

SBB’s NFL PLAY AGAINST TREND:

SBB’s NCAA PLAY AGAINST TREND:

T

F

he Steelers are 0-10 ATS since Oct 22, 2006 as a road favorite
resno State is 0-11 ATS since 2005 as between a five and 12.5
when they had fewer than ten incompletions last game as a
point favorite with a total under 68, when facing a team they
favorite.
haven’t played for at least 375 days.
SDQL TEXT: team=Steelers and AF and p:passes -10<p:completions SDQL TEXT: team=FRES and -12.5<=line<=-5 and total<68 and
and p:F and date>=20061022
date>=20051201 and date-P:date>=375

SBB’s TOP NFL PLAYER TREND:

L

SUBMIT YOUR TRENDS:

K

eSean McCoy is 10-0 OU (+6.5 ppg) in his career coming off
a game where he caught at least six passes.

illersports.com is a collected effort of smart, savy individuals
looking to capitalize in the world of sports and those efforts
include you! This is a group effort and in this section we want you to
team up and provide each other with the best information possible!
Submit your best and most interesting trends to kyle@killersports.
com and when they are active, will will publish them in this section
and credit you as the mastermind behind a great NFL or NCAA find

SDQL TEXT: LMccoy:p:receptions>=6

NFL BIBLE ACTIVE TREND:

U

SER Submitted: JAY1: NFL Trend: The Saints as a favorite
coming off a loss as an away dog.

T

he Packers are 10-0 ATS (+10.1 ppg) since December 1997
when they are off a FG+ win last week in which they benefitted from 95+ yards of penalties.

SDQL TEXT:

SDQL TEXT: team=Packers and p:margin>=3 and po:PENY>=95
and NB and 19971201<=date

1

team=Saints and F and p:ADL and 20071125<=date

If you like what you see here, you will love the
2013 Killersports.com Weekly Newsletter
Subscribe now to the 2013 Killersports.com NFL Report. Each week, Killersports.com, MTi Sports and
SportsBook Breakers will provide 12-pages of hard hitting information for that week’s NFL and college
football action. Included in the action-packed content you can expect each and every week for 17 weeks:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Four (4) Full NFL Selections from MTi and SportsBook Breakers
MTi’s NFL Teaser Plays  with Exclusive Teaser Trends
NFL and NCAA Trend and System Breakdowns
NFL and NCAA Trends of the Week with the SDQL text
Dozens of NFL Trends for both Sides and Totals
NEW FOR 2013: NFL Player Based Trends
Weekly Annotated NFL Schedule Chart
Delivered by e-mail every Wednesday.

To subscribe now visit Killersports.com and click on the link in the right-hand column

SBB’s NFL O/U TREND:

SBB’s NCAA O/U TREND:

he Steelers are 10-0 OU since Dec 20, 2007 on the road
when they suffered at least three sacks in each of the last
two weeks .

T

T

exas Tech is 10-0 OU since November 20, 2010 when the total
is no more than 60 and they aren’t favored by 27+.

SDQL TEXT: team=Steelers and A and 3<=po:sacks and SDQL TEXT: team=TXT and total<=60 and line>-27 and
date>=20101120
3<=ppo:sacks and NB and p:NB and date>=20071220

SBB’s NFL SUPER SYSTEM

SBB’s NCAA SUPER SYSTEM

n at least week five of the season, when one team is averaging at least 31.14 ppg and the other team is averaging at
least 23.5 ppg., games are 55-32 OU. Active on Denver.

T

SDQL TEXT: tA(points)>=31.14 and oA(points)>=23.5 and
week>=5

SDQL TEXT: season>=2006 and tS(ou margin, N=3)>67

I

eams with a combined ou margin in their last three games
of at least +67 points are 45-67-1 ATS. Active against Troy.

PICK SIXTY SPORTS WEEKLY TIP:
As teams start moving into the second round of their divisional matchups we can start factoring an element of revenge into equation and
this week, the New York Giants are heading into Philadelphia looking for some payback after a 36-21 loss to the Eagles in Week 5. New
York is playing on a short week after one of the more painful Monday nighters in recent memory and looking for win No. 2 on the season
while trying to end its streak of eight-straight road losses dating back to Week 10, 2012.
This is a short turnaround situation meaning that the previous meeting was only two or three weeks ago and when the first game played
“Over” the total, the general trend in game 2 shows 18 overs, 25 unders and a push. A closer look shows that Week 17 games went 0-5
O/U which makes sense since a lot of these games may have been less meaningful. Weather could also factor. That also means that
before Week 17 the record is 18-20-1 O/U and look what happens when we apply conditions to the total and visiting team’s record:
SDQL: REG and H and DIV and P:O and P:season = season and P:week = week -3 and total >= 40 and week < 17 and o:WP < 40
Games with a total of 40 or more involving road teams with poor records show 10 overs, 2 unders and a push with the home team
scoring an average of 32.9 points. Michael Vick’s health is key to this contest but keep an eye on that total. If Vick starts, consider backing
the Giants and Eagles OVER 51 points.

Follow @PickSixtySports on Twitter or visit www.picksixtysports.com for weekly NFL picks and Best Bets.

Note: It is not SportsBook Breakers recommendation to make plays based solely on one trend (our selections at
killercappers.com don’t). Weigh these trends along with other factors accordingly.
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